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REGIONAL EX BB 23 INSTRUCTIONS 

1. General. The success of the regional visits conducted during Ex BB are contingent on a clear delineation of 

duties between the Corps of RCEME and the respective regions. The Corps of RCEME is responsible to confirm 

calendar dates, and all administration related to the travel of the Corps leadership. The regions are responsible for 

ensuring there is an appropriate space available, inviting local RCEME members to attend, developing a schedule for 

local events, and coordinating any other related activities. 

 

2. Corps Staff Presenters. Presenters will include D RCEME, Corps SM, and other Corps staff as available. The 

Corps of RCEME is responsible for all travel arrangements and costs for these members. 

 

3. Virtual Events: 

 

a. Logins and follow-on IT instructions to be distributed by the Corps Secretariat for Reserve event; and 

 

b. If regional events have a virtual component SO RCEME must be notified and provided joining 

instructions. 

 

4. RCEME Coin of Excellence. Submit RCEME Coin of Excellence nominations at least 10 workdays before local 

Ex BB 23 visits. If accepted, they will be presented during each region’s respective Ex BB visit. The local OPI will 

confirm with Corps Staff at least 5 workdays before the event if any members to be presented a coin are unable to attend. 

Should a recipient be unable to attend, an alternate presentation will be arranged between the Corps Secretariat and 

Senior Regional Rep. 

 

5. DRCEME Regional and National Award Presentations. These presentations will be delivered during each 

region’s respective Ex BB visit. The local OPI will confirm with Corps Staff at least 5 workdays before the event if any 

members to be presented an award are unable to attend. Should a recipient be unable to attend, an alternate presentation 

will be arranged between the Corps Secretariat and Senior Regional Rep. 

 

6. Additional Activities. To maximize attendance and reduce unit downtime, regions are encouraged to organize 

additional activities such as mess dinners or RCEME Day events around regional BB activities. Coordinating details for 

such events should be included in the regional BB instructions. SO RCEME must be informed about local events and 

changes. 

 

7. Venues. Regions are responsible for booking all venues. The main venue must facilitate PowerPoint and MS 

Teams presentations to a large audience. The Corps will deliver some of the Tech Topics virtually through MS Teams. 

 

8. Dress. The host region should set the state of dress for the event. When possible, combats are the preferred state 

of dress for Corps leadership, presenters, and members receiving awards. Regions are to confirm state of dress with SO 

RCEME at least10 days before the event. 

 

9. Local Guests. The attendance of any local guests must be communicated to the Corps Secretariat ahead of the 

event. 

 

10. Photos. Pictures are a great to way to share and develop Esprit de Corps with all the RCEME community. 

Submitted photographs will be used on RCEME social media pages. OPIs from each region are to contact the Secretariat 

for instructions on uploading to “Smugmug”. 

 

11. Agenda. Regions are responsible for preparing local instructions incorporating presentation times as detailed 

below. Changes are to be discussed with SO RCEME. 

 






